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Abstract: The LHC has recently reported a slight excess in the h → τµ channel. If this
lepton flavor violating (LFV) decay is confirmed, an extension of the Standard Model (SM)
will be required to explain it. In this paper we investigate two different possibilities to ac-
commodate such a LFV process: the first scenario is based on flavor off-diagonal A-terms
in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), and the second is a model where
the Higgs couples to new vectorlike fermions that couple to the SM leptons through a LFV
four fermion interaction. In the supersymmetric model, we find that the sizes of the A-terms
needed to accommodate the h → τµ excess are in conflict with charge- and color-breaking
vacuum constraints. In the second model, the excess can be successfully explained while sat-
isfying all other flavor constrains, with order one couplings, vectorlike fermion masses as low
as 15 TeV, and a UV scale higher than 35 TeV.
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1 Introduction
The LHC has discovered a 125GeV scalar particle with properties consistent with the Standard
Model (SM) Higgs boson. Post discovery, ATLAS and CMS efforts have shifted to detailed
measurement of the Higgs couplings to fermions and gauge bosons [1–3], and this effort will
continue into Run II. As of the end of Run I, with near 20 fb−1 at 8 TeV center of mass energy,
both ATLAS and CMS have reported an excess of events in pp→ τµ [4, 5]; the net significance
of the excess is 2.6 σ, broken down into 1.3 σ for ATLAS and 2.4 σ for CMS. If the events are
interpreted as coming from a lepton flavor violating (LFV) Higgs decay h→ τµ, the excess is
best fit by the branching fraction
Br(h→ τµ) = 0.82+0.33−0.32% (1.1)
Although lepton flavor violation within the SM is firmly established in light of neutrino
oscillations and is incorporated with the PMNS matrix, the SM contributions to LFV Higgs
decays are proportional to the neutrino masses and are thus completely negligible. Therefore,
if the h→ τµ signal is confirmed by more data in Run II, it would represent the first evidence
of physics beyond the SM at the electroweak scale.
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While more data is needed to reveal the veracity of the excess, the present result is a
venue for new physics model building – already explored in the context of extended Higgs
sectors (2HDM) [6–21], dimension six operators [22–28], leptonic extensions of the Standard
Model [29–34], composite Higgs models [7, 8, 35], discrete flavor symmetries [36, 37], some
exotic scenarios with extra dimensions [8], axions [38], the inverse seesaw model [39], lepton-
flavored dark matter [40], and supersymmetry [34, 41–44] (including R-parity violation [45]
or an inverse seesaw mechanism [46]).
In this paper we study two SM extensions, one supersymmetric and one non-supersymmetric.
In both cases, we look for regions of the parameter space where the rate h→ τµ as given by
Eq. (1.1) can be accommodated while simultaneously respecting related bounds on the lepton
flavor violating processes τ → µγ.
In the supersymmetric model with A-term-driven LFV, we find it is possible to reach the
best fit for h→ τµ only by considering small tanβ and large values (yet perturbatively safe) of
the A-term-to-slepton soft mass ratio. However, this model is affected by stability issues, i.e.
the bounds are satisfied in a region of the parameter space where charge- and color-breaking
minima develop [47, 48].
In the non-supersymmetric model, the effective LFV Higgs interactions are induced via
loops of new vectorlike fermions. This loop origin of the LFV terms is distinct from other
models of vectorlike fermions, which rely on direct (i.e. dimension ≤ 4) couplings between SM
leptons and the vectorlike matter [35]. In addition to studying the compatibility of h → τµ
and τ → µγ, we analyze other LFV effects involving muons. In particular, we analyze how the
decay µ → eγ, the most stringently bounded LFV process, fits into our framework. We find
that the vectorlike fermion model can be consistent with all radiative LFV bounds, provided
we make an additional assumption on the ratio of the τ − µ to µ− e four-fermion couplings.
We also check the limits on µ → eee and µ− e conversion in nuclei and find them to be less
constraining than the LFV radiative decay bounds. Putting these observations together, we
find that this vectorlike fermion scenario is able to accommodate the h→ τµ excess in a way
consistent with low-energy LFV constraints. In contrast to models such as Ref. [35], where
vectorlike matter lies in the O(100 GeV) ballpark, the heavy fermions in our scenario must be
much heavier than the electroweak scale, tens of TeV, making direct production impossible at
the LHC.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 we formulate each of the models
and describe the stability issues of the supersymmetric one. Next (Sec. 3), we go into the
details of the non-supersymmetric, four-fermion interaction model. We present the set of
benchmark parameters, and show the parameter space where the required h→ τµ rate can be
obtained. For the same parameter set, we give numerical estimates of the τ → µγ and µ→ eγ
rates and show where they are consistent with current constraints and expected constraints
from future experiments. We also briefly comment on how the bounds change if some of the
LFV couplings are only generated radiatively. Finally, we give our conclusions in Sec. 4. The
Appendix A displays the explicit loop functions used through the paper, and some comments
on the form of the effective Lagrangian and hypercharge choices are presented in Appendix B.
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2 The models
2.1 The A-term-driven model
In this section, we attempt to explain the excess in Eq. (1.1) using a flavor violating MSSM
setup. The MSSM includes general flavor structures in the soft breaking Lagrangian and in
the Yukawas. Since off-diagonal Yukawa couplings usually induce unacceptably large contribu-
tions to flavor changing neutral currents [49–51], we will focus on flavor violation from the soft
terms. These terms include the slepton mixing matrices (m2
L˜
)ij , (m2E˜)ij and slepton A-terms,
(A`)ij ; flavor violation is encoded in the off-diagonal entries of these matrices. Flavor structure
in the supersymmetry breaking parameters induces LFV Higgs decays at loop level through
triangle diagrams involving two slepton propagators and a single Higgsino/gaugino propaga-
tor; see Fig. 1. To connect the loop to a Higgs requires a tri-scalar Higgs-slepton-slepton
vertex. Within the MSSM there are tri-scalar vertices in the superpotential, proportional to
µ sinβ y`, and in the supersymmetry breaking sector, proportional to A` cosβ; here, µ is the
Higgsino mass parameter and the β dependence is set by which Higgs doublet is involved in
the vertex. Notice that the superpotential tri-scalar interaction is suppressed by the lepton
Yukawa coupling, and therefore the LFV diagrams proceeding through it, such as when the
flavor violation resides in the slepton soft masses alone, will be suppressed as well. Diagrams
with flavor violation directly in the A-term tri-scalar interaction do not have this Yukawa
suppression.
Several recent works have aimed at reproducing the h→ τµ result (Eq. (1.1)) in different
corners of the MSSM. The authors of Refs. [41, 42] studied the contributions from both flavor
off-diagonal slepton soft mass parameters and A-terms, concluding that the contributions from
A-terms are more significant than those from LFV slepton masses in the low tanβ regime.
These works, however, do not report values of the parameter space for which Br(h→ τµ) lies
within the best fit branching fraction. On the other hand, the analysis in Ref. [43] found that
A-term-driven LFV cannot reach the best fit value for large tanβ and with A-terms saturating
the perturbativity bound Aijsα . 4piml˜. Instead, their best fit is achieved when LFV comes
from slepton soft masses with large tanβ, but at the cost of employing an extremely large µ
parameter O(100 TeV).
As the diagrams with A-terms are the ones that contribute the most to the LFV am-
plitudes for values of µ of order of the EW scale, in this work we will focus exclusively on
A-term-driven slepton LFV effects and assume strictly diagonal Yukawa matrices. As our in-
terest in electroweak scale supersymmetry is purely to generate LFV processes, we will assume
a simplified spectrum where the bino and sleptons are the only light superpartners and the
other gauginos/higgsinos, Higgs bosons, and squarks are decoupled. In practice, this means
that A-term LFV amplitude(s) containing loops of electroweakinos other than the bino can
be neglected. For h → τµ, the A-term-driven amplitude mediated by a bino is shown below
in Fig. 1; to close the loop, the bino is connected to a mu-slepton and tau-slepton, and the
Higgs field involved is exclusively Hd. Strictly speaking, there are other diagrams coming
from off-diagonal field renormalization of the lepton legs [42, 43]. Yet, we stick just to the
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Figure 1. Lepton-violating Higgs decay driven by A-term.
A-term triangle diagram because the extra diagrams will further reduce the value of the LFV
branching ratio1. Therefore our overestimation with the triangle diagram only will be enough
to show later the conflict between LFV A-terms and the charge-breaking bounds of the scalar
potential.
We compute this amplitude in the mass-insertion approximation, valid provided (Al)ij
v cosβ  m2
l˜
. A full analysis of the LFV decays of the Higgs sector in the mass-insertion
approximation and a comparison with the exact results can be found in Ref. [42]. To increase
the rate, we take (m
L˜
)22 = (mE˜)33 ≡ ml˜. The amplitude for h → τµ (not distinguishing
between µ−τ+ and µ+τ−) in our simplified setup is:
Γ(h→ τµ) = 2mh
16pi
(
1
16pi2
)2 [4piα
c2W
cosβ
]2
w2H2(r)r2, (2.1)
where α and cW are the fine structure constant and the cosine of the electroweak angle,
w = |Aτµ|/ml˜ , and H(r) is a loop function which depends on the dimensionless bino-slepton
mass ratio r ≡ m
l˜
/m
B˜
and is O(1) for the spectra we are working with (see Appendix A
for the explicit form of H(r)). Note that the branching ratio obtained from (2.1) depends
solely on the mass ratios r and w, so bounds on Γ(h → τµ) do not point a specific mass
scale. As such, fixing r and w to satisfy Eq. (1.1) leaves us with the freedom to dial one of
the supersymmetry breaking mass parameters (|Aτµ|,ml˜ or mB˜) to accommodate τ → µγ.
Specifically, r = 0.47 helps maximizing the loop function H(r).
In addition to flavor, another constraint we must be mindful of is vacuum stability, espe-
cially in models with multiple interacting scalars. Specifically, in the context of the MSSM, it
is well known that large values of the tri-scalar A-terms can cause charge- or color-breaking
minima to develop2. For flavor-violating A-terms, analytical bounds have been derived in
Refs. [47, 48], ∣∣∣A(e)23 ∣∣∣ ≤ yτ√m2Hd +m2L˜2 +m2E˜3 , (2.2)
1We are thankful to Emmanuel Stamou and Ernesto Arganda for bringing this point to our attention.
2Large flavor-diagonal A-terms would also be a problem for they can add large contributions to h → lili
beyond the experimental constraints.
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where yτ is the MSSM tau Yukawa. It must be pointed out that bounds of the kind of (2.2) and
related ones are conservative, and an analysis of the full theory and SUSY breaking details are
needed in order to determine the true global minimum and its stability. These considerations
are beyond the scope of the present work.
For equal slepton soft mass parameters, Eq. (2.2) implies |A(e)23 |/ml˜ ≤ yτ
√
2 +m2Hd/m
2
l˜
.
On the other hand, in the rate (2.1) A(e)23 /ml˜ ≈ 12, tanβ = 2 are required in order to reach
the best fit for h→ τµ. In order for such large A(e)23 to be consistent with Eq. (2.2), we need
m2Hd ≥ 106m2l˜ – a huge separation among soft masses. While mathematically possible, such
disparate soft masses push us outside the range of applicability of Eq. (2.2); a Hd field so much
heavier than the other superpartners should have been integrated out and and the stability
bounds applied to the resulting effective theory. Deviating from equal slepton masses only
worsens the situation, as Γ(h→ τµ) decreases for (m
L˜
)22 6= (mE˜)33. Thus, we conclude that
there is a clear tension between the size of the tri-scalar coupling needed to accommodate the
h → τµ excess and the values allowed by charge-breaking minima bounds in setups with A-
term-driven LFV. We point out that this situation is not specific to the MSSM, but is a generic
issue in models with tri-scalar interactions and calls for a careful search of true stable neutral
vacua. Finally, while the disparity between the w values that reproduce Eq. (1.1) and values
satisfying inequality Eq. (2.2) means the current h→ τµ excess cannot be reproduced in the
flavor violating A-term MSSM, this does not exclude the possibility of restoring acceptable
neutral vacua through extensions of the MSSM that involve additional interactions and/or
superfields. Describing such extensions is beyond the scope of this work and we will not
consider flavor violating A-term models – or any other supersymmetric model – further.
2.2 The four-fermion interaction model
We now present a setup in which LFV is mediated by vectorlike fermionic states. Vectorlike
fermions have been incorporated in prior studies of LFV Higgs physics, especially in the
context of compositeness [52–54]. We will not rely on tree-level Yukawa couplings between
the extra matter and the SM leptons to generate Eq. (1.1). Instead, we will generate an
effective LFV Yukawa vertex at loop level using higher-dimensional operators.
Let us write down the Lagrangian (in two-component spinor notation) responsible for
these LFV effective interactions3:
LYuk = y√
2
H(ψcχ) +
y′√
2
H†(ψχc) + h.c. (2.3)
L4f = 1
Λ2
[
(λ1)ij
αβρσ + (λ2)ij
αρβσ]ψcαL
i
βχρe
cj
σ + (λ3)ij(ψχ
c)(Li†ecj†) + h.c.
]
, (2.4)
where Greek indices are Lorentz indices, i and j are flavor indices, and L (ec) are the SM
lepton SU(2)L doublets (singlets). The structure of L4f is a result of the charge assignments
and the correct counting of all the linearly independent contractions between the different
3In equations (2.3) and (2.4), proper contractions between SU(2)L doublets are implicit.
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fermion [55]. Following the effective field theory approach, the operators in Eq. (2.3) should
be thought of as independent, so then there is no reason for the Yukawa couplings or λi
couplings to be identical.
By first coupling the Higgs to vectorlike states ψ, χ with a Yukawa vertex, and then closing
a loop by coupling these new fermions to two different-flavor SM leptons in a four-fermion
vertex, we obtain the effective lepton-flavor violating Yukawa shown in the left panel of Fig. 2.
This arrangement avoids tree-level LFV couplings between the Higgs and SM leptons, but
comes at the price of introducing a cutoff scale Λ. Technically, our setup is an instance of
the 2HDM where in the UV theory the four-fermion vertex resolves into a renormalizable
interaction mediated by an extra scalar φ. This extra doublet Higgs field has squared mass
Λ2 and gets a vev through mixing with the light Higgs in order to misalign the Yukawa
and mass bases. The vector-like fermions with sizable couplings to both Higgses are the key
ingredient, without them any LFV will be proportional to the lepton Yukawa coupling and
the lepton mass making this effect completely negligible. It is through the sizable couplings
of this amplitude, the extra fermion masses and the cutoff scale Λ that we intend to generate
a h→ τµ branching fraction at the value (1.1).
H
li
lj
ψ
χ
li lj
H
ψ
χ
γ
χ
Figure 2. Left: Effective flavor off-diagonal Yukawa coupling for h → lilj through exchange of
vectorlike fermions ψ, χ. Right: induced amplitude for li → ljγ via an open fermion line.
In Eq. (2.3), gauge invariance dictates that one of the new fermions must be a SU(2)L
doublet and the other one a singlet, and the hypercharge must satisfy Yψ − Yχ = 1/2. This
leaves some freedom in the overall hypercharge of the vectorlike matter4, i.e ψ = (2, 1/2 +
x), χ = (1, x) for any value of x. By exploiting this freedom in the overall hypercharge, we
can control the interactions between ψ, χ and SM matter. Specifically, to obtain the simplest
setup with the properties we are interested, we make the following considerations: (i) we take
x 6= 0 to avoid introducing a Majorana fermion χ (and the Majorana masses that is then
allowed); (ii) in general, fermions with non-integer electric charges are stable, so we restrict
x to be an integer; (iii) if x = −1, the new fermions carry the same quantum number as SM
leptons and one could write Yukawa interactions (or dimension-3 mass mixings) between ψ, χ
and the SM. These renormalizable interactions are undesirable for a couple of reasons. First,
additional interactions means a more complicated setup. More problematic, chiral-vector
fermion mixing (also allowed if x = +1) will induce both LFV Higgs decays and LFV radiative
4As ψ, χ are vectorlike, there is no constraint from anomaly cancellation.
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decays, and the restrictive parameter space of the latter makes the former incompatible with
the rate in Eq. (1.1) [35]; (iv) finally, some values of x allow less operators than others. For
instance, another effect of x = −1 is that it forces us to write down five operators, which
requires introducing more free parameters (but no different effects). In order to avoid these
complications, we choose x = 2, under which only the three operators in Eq. (2.4) appear
(details in Appendix B).
Having fully specified the quantum numbers of ψ, χ, we now must ask if there are other
operators of equal or lesser mass dimension we need to include, i.e. other operators that can
contribute to LFV Higgs or radiative decays. For x = 2, there is one other dimension-6 term,
H2H†ψcχ (and its charge-conjugate) which we can use to build a h→ lilj diagram like the one
in Fig. 2 but with two more Higgs vev insertions at the Yukawa vertex. However, contributions
from this operator are suppressed by v2/Λ2 compared to the term already included in Eq. (2.3).
More importantly, although x = 2 does not allow the new fermions to decay via renormalizable
couplings to the SM, higher-order operators such as ec†ec†Lψ do permit the decay of the
lightest component of the fermion doublet ψ (mass M) with lifetime τ−1ψ ∼ M5/Λ4. For the
parameter space we will be interested in, the lifetime of the lighter state is sufficiently short
to avoid any issues.
Returning to the four-fermion vertices appearing in Eq. (2.4), there are two different ways
to contract the Lorentz indices. The differences can be seen clearly when we try to close
the loop of heavy fermions in Fig. 2: either the (Lorentz) indices of the SM leptons and the
vectorlike fermions contract among themselves separately, leaving a closed fermion loop, or
each SM lepton contracts with one of the internal fermions, in which case there is an open
fermion line. Both types of contractions contribute to h→ lilj . The li → ljγ amplitude arises
by attaching photon lines to ψ or χ (right diagram of Fig. 2), and, due to the trace over the
γ-matrix structure in the internal loop, only the open-line diagram is able to generate the
coefficient σµν of the dipole operator needed for li → ljγ. The width expressions for these two
processes are:
Γ(h→ lilj) = mh
16pi
(
Mχ
16pi2Λ2
)2 [(
y2(λ2)
2
ij + y
′2(λ3)
2
ij
)
H2closed + (λ1)2ijy2H2open
]
, (2.5)
Γ(li → ljγ) =
m3li
16pi
(
1
16pi2
)2 [veQχ,ψ
Λ2
]2
2(λ1)
2
ijy
2
[
G2(Mψ,Mχ) + G2(Mχ,Mψ)
]
. (2.6)
The loop functionsHopen,closed go approximately as (M2ψ+M2χ)/M2χ, and G as (M6χ+M6χ)/(M2χ−
M2ψ)
3 (for the exact forms, see Appendix A). In the regions of interest, |Hclosed| and |Hopen|
vary between 1 and 2, while |G| ≈ 1.
In Eq. (2.6), we see that (λ1)ij is the sole coupling governing li → ljγ, while all three (λk)ij
contribute to h→ lilj . In principle, this means one could switch off (λ1)µτ while maintaining
(λ2)µτ , (λ3)µτ 6= 0, thereby reproducing h→ τµ without radiative LFV decays. However, this
choice is somewhat tuned, as it implies a particular choice of UV boundary conditions for our
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effective field theory. Moreover, as we will show in Sec. 3.3, (λ1)ij can be induced via loops
involving (λ2)ij and (λ3)ij , so the choice (λ1)ij = 0 is not radiatively stable.
The LFV rates in our model are described by Eqs.(2.5) and (2.6), and apply equally to
each pair of charged leptons li and lj with i 6= j. For simplicity, we set (λk)ij = (λk)ji. The
parameter space relevant to LFV between any two sectors is given by
(
y, y′, (λk)ij ,Mψ,Mχ,Λ
)
,
though we will adopt the equivalent set
(
y, y′/y, (λk)ij , Mfermion, Mχ/Mψ, Λ
)
– where Mψ is
renamed Mfermion – for convenience. Although not a small list of parameters, each observable
is sensitive only to a subset of this list. As a first step, we take the following inputs:
y′/y = 1, (λ1)ij = (λ2)ij = (λ3)ij , Mχ/Mψ = 1. (2.7)
The strategy we follow when extracting numerical results in the next section is as follows:
we first uncover the (Λ,Mfermion) parameter space where the LFV Higgs and radiative decays
are compatible with each other. Next, we move to the µ− e sector, though in order to place
the τ−µ and µ−e constraints on the same plane we will need to make additional assumptions
on the relations between the (λi)τµ and (λi)µe.
Before moving to our numerical results, we emphasize that the details of the UV com-
pletion and underlying flavor texture origin are beyond the scope of this paper, hence there
will be no top-down bias when selecting points in the space of free parameters. In particular,
we do not introduce any assumption that could force the coupling (λ1)ij , which parametrizes
li → ljγ, to vanish. Such assumptions could be the result of discrete symmetries between
different lepton families, or continuous symmetry like U(1)Li−Lj . Brief comments on the nu-
merical effects of (λ1)ij = 0 are presented in Sec. 3.3 only after having analyzed the generic
cases in which no (λ1)ij vanishes.
3 Numerical results
3.1 Constraints by τ → µγ
For simplicity, in this section we will drop the flavor label in the µ − τ couplings and write
them as λi. In our effective theory approach, it is preferred to keep the λi couplings with
size O(1), otherwise the meaning of Λ becomes murky. As mentioned earlier, without specific
knowledge of the UV physics that completes Eq. (2.4), setting just one of the λi to zero looks
tuned, so we will work with λi = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3. Taking the benchmark point y = 0.25, the
region in (Λ,Mfermion) parameter space that accommodates the observed h → τµ branching
fraction is shown below in Fig. 3, along with the regions excluded by BaBar and Belle limits
on τ → µγ [56, 57] (Br(τ → µγ) < 4.4× 10−8). Setting y′ = y implies that the Br(h→ lilj)
is proportional to y, so the h→ τµ rate appears as a straight line in the (Λ,Mfermion) plane;
as the value of y = y′ is lowered (raised), the slope of the best fit line increases (decreases).
Evidently, both observables are compatible in much of the selected (Λ,Mfermion) window. We
have verified that slight deviations from Mχ/Mψ = 1 do not alter the best fit band or the
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contour significantly5. In the neighborhood of the dip feature (to the left of the bump) the
ratioMfermion/Λ approaches the value that minimizes the loop function G that sets the τ → µγ
contour.
h®ΤΜ best fit
Τ®ΜΓ bound
y=0.25
HΛ1LΤΜ=HΛ2LΤΜ=HΛ3LΤΜ
20 40 60
10
20
L @TeVD
M
fe
rm
io
n@T
eV
D
Figure 3. The 2.6σ LFV Higgs decay best fit (green band) and the bound on the lepton radiative
decay (dotted line) in the τ − µ sector, with y′ = y = 0.25 and the µτ couplings set to (λ1)τµ =
(λ2)τµ = (λ3)τµ = 1. Near the dip feature, Mfermion/Λ approaches the value that minimizes the loop
function G.
Even though our focus is on the off-diagonal (hence LFV) flavor entries of the λi matrices,
quantum corrections would generate diagonal (λk)ii, even if these couplings happened to vanish
at a certain scale. So let’s instead imagine that we have them around right from the start.
Flavor-diagonal (λk)ii couplings will correct the SM fermion Yukawas through a four-fermion
loop. A diagonal coupling λττ of the same size as λτµ (equal to 1 in our benchmark) corrects
the tau Yukawa by an amount (1/16pi2)(yλττ/Λ2)M2fermion. This correction, when evaluated
at phenomenologically acceptable points (Λ,Mfermion) near the cusp in Fig. 3, is one order of
magnitude smaller than the tau Yukawa, therefore it is a sub-leading effect. In the case of the
muon and the electron, order-one couplings λµµ and λee cannot be used as their corrections
to the corresponding Yukawas are too large at the same (Λ,Mfermion) values.
If the flavor pattern of the UV theory behind our setup somehow yields a texture where
the only off-diagonal entries in the λi are the µ− τ entries, then there are no other constraints
to consider6. However, such a UV flavor structure seems rather ad hoc, so we would like to
expand our setup to broader flavor textures. Specifically, we will now allow other off-diagonal
5Larger deviations fromMχ/Mψ = 1 are not considered because consistency requires having a fermion mass
splitting much smaller than the difference between these and Λ.
6There are constraints from LFV decays τ → 3µ, however these are far weaker than the bounds from
τ → µγ, as we will review shortly.
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entries in the λi matrices and ask what values (λi)µe, (λi)τe, etc. are allowed (relative to
(λi)τµ = 1, and assuming the new physics scale Λ is fixed). Within this framework, the
tightest LFV constraints come from the radiative decay µ → eγ, so we turn to this process
next.
3.2 Constraints by µ→ eγ
The form of Γ(µ → e γ) is given by Eq. (2.6), with mli = mµ and (λ1)ij = (λ1)µe, and the
strongest limit on µ → eγ currently comes from the MEG experiment [58], Br(µ → eγ) <
5.7× 10−13. In order to discern the (Λ,Mfermion) regions permitted by µ→ e γ on top of the
τ − µ observables, we vary λµe for fixed λi = 1 (the τ − µ couplings) until its allowed region
overlaps with the best fit band; see Fig. 4 below.
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Figure 4. Left: Radiative decay τ → µγ (dotted line) and contours of µ → eγ with varying λµe
(dashed red lines) and fixed fermion mass splitting. For each λµe, the forbidden regions (shadowed) are
to the left and below the countours. Right: Contours of µ → eγ for various fermion mass splittings
(red dashed lines) with fixed λµe = 0.0005. In both panels y′ = y = 0.25 and λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 1.
In the left panel, contours of the Br(µ → eγ) (red dashed lines) and Br(τ → µγ) (black
dotted line) indicate bounds for the same input choices as h → τµ and several values of λµe
values, superimposed over Fig. 3 (using a larger window than in that graph). The area below
the red (black) contour has µ→ eγ (τ → µγ) rates larger than the bound, thus those points
are forbidden and shaded in light (dark) gray. The overlap of the best fit band with the white
safe region happens for λµe = 0.0005 near Λ ≈ 50 TeV and Mfermion as low as 20 TeV.
In the right panel of Fig. 4, we show how the viable parameter (Λ,Mfermion) space shifts
as we vary the ratio of the two vectorlike fermion masses Mχ/Mψ (here, Mfermion stands for
the lighter of Mψ,χ) while keeping λµe = 0.0005 fixed. As the ratio of Mχ/Mψ increases, the
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allowed parameter region slides to higher Λ,Mfermion7. Recalling that the slope of the h→ τµ
band is controlled by the Yukawas,8 there is freedom to place the crossing of the allowed
regions over a wide range of Λ values (once Mfermion has been fixed). However, for a fixed
µ→ eγ contour, smaller values of y, y′ (for which the slope of the h→ τµ band is larger and
the allowed Λ is smaller) are not preferred as they bring Mfermion increasingly closer to Λ and
therefore into a regime where our effective field theory is less reliable.
In Fig. 5 below, we zoom in on two example regimes where Br(h → τµ) matches obser-
vation and all LFV `i → `j γ constraints are satisfied. In both examples, (λ1)µe = 0.0005 and
(λi)τµ = 1:
• Λ ≈ 35 TeV regime: Here y is decreased to 0.17 and y′ 6= y (both Yukawas are still
perturbative). For equal (λi)τµ couplings and equal fermion masses, the allowed region
is around Λ = 35 TeV and Mfermion = 15 TeV (left panel in Fig. 5).
• Λ ≈ 80 TeV regime: Here y, y′ are larger but equal, y = y′ = 0.4, all (λi)µe are equal, as
are the fermion masses. For this choice, the allowed region moves all the way up to the
neighborhood of a 80-TeV Λ (right panel in Fig. 5) with Mfermion = 20 TeV.
We remind the reader that the µ → eγ bound only constrains (λ1)µe and not (λ2)µe or
(λ3)µe. The latter two couplings certainly participate in other LFV amplitudes in the µ − e
sector, for example in Higgs-mediated µ → eee and nuclear (µ − e) conversion, but when
these processes are studied in Sec. 3.2 we will see that no meaningful bound on the (λ2,3)µe
can be extracted from them since the (λ2,3)µe dependence is accompanied by factors of αem
and/or lepton Yukawa couplings. However, if we follow the same effective field theory logic
we invoked in the τ − µ LFV – that the three λi should be similar in size – we can already
extend the (λ1)µe bound to the entire µ− e sector of our model.
In the analysis above, we found that a ratio λµe/λτµ ∼ 10−4 is needed in order to meet
the experimental bounds. This value is comparable to the ratio ye/yτ , and it may be taken as
a hint of the underlying flavor physics at the cutoff Λ. Said another way, the size of λµe/λτµ
indicates that the tradeoff to satisfy LFV bounds, at least in the µ− e sector, is to abandon
the possibility of having all four-fermion couplings of order 1. However, if we impose hierarchy
among couplings by demanding (λk)ij ∝ yiyj (here yi are the lepton Yukawa couplings), the
scale Λ is so dramatically reduced that h→ τµ and τ → µγ are no longer compatible. Perhaps
a better approach is to model-build the hierarchy in the λi by generating the four-fermion
operators in Eq. (2.4) for different SM generations at different scales.
Before finishing this section, we comment on the size of the correction to λµe generated
by the four-fermion vertex λτµ when the tau turns into an electron leg through a neutrino-
W-boson loop. This LFV self-energy will be proportional to sum of the squared neutrino
masses (times the Fermi constant times neutrino mixing entries) which can be overestimated
by the bound on the sum of the three absolute neutrino masses [59]. Since these are O(eV)
7Again, we stick to Mχ/Mψ near to 1 to keep the splitting small compared to Mfermion/Λ.
8The µ→ eγ contour also changes by varying y, y′ but its effect is less pronounced than when varying λµe.
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by themselves, a negligible factor 10−23 is expected when compared to the leading order
λµe = 0.0005. Therefore, the four-fermion couplings are radiatively stable.
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Figure 5. Left(right) panel: scenario for a low (high) Λ scale obtained by lowering(increasing)
the Yukawa couplings. In both panels λµe = 0.0005, Mχ/Mψ = 1 and the τ − µ couplings fixed at
λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 1.
3.3 Effects of (λ1)ij = 0
In previous sections, we pointed out that when λ1 is set to zero, the Higgs decays h→ lilj are
not constrained by the radiative processes li → ljγ. However, even in the hypothetical scenario
where λ1 = 0 at tree-level, one loop-corrections to the four-fermion vertices λ2 and λ3 induce
an effective λ1 coupling. Specifically, γ and Z exchange between two uncontracted fermions
in the λ2, λ3 terms in Eq. (2.4) generates the Lorentz structures required for λ1. To a good
approximation, the effective λ1 coming from these loop effects is λeff1 ∼ (αem/4pi) · 2 (λ2 +λ3).
We now discuss how our bounds change if λ1 – either in the τ −µ sector or in the µ− e sector
– is reduced to this loop-level value:
• Effects on h→ τµ:
Numerically, the change in the slope of the best fit band is sub-percent level, so there
is no significant consequences to the analysis of h → τµ. This is explained by the fact
that the λ1 part of Γ(h→ τµ) was already subdominant with respect to the terms with
(λ2,3)τµ due to H2open ≈ (1/4)H2closed.
• Effects on τ → µγ:
Reducing λ1 to the loop-induced value, the region forbidden by τ → µγ loosens enough
to practically disappear from the analyzed range in the (Λ,Mfermion) plane. The relaxed
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bounds in this circumstance means there is a sliver of parameter space, where the ψ, χ
fermions are accessible at the LHC. As one concrete example, for y/(4pi) ∼ 0.3, λ2 =
λ3 = 1, we find that Mfermion ∼ 600 GeV and Λ ∼ 10 TeV.
• Effects on µ→ eγ and constraints from h→ µe:
In our earlier analysis, we found (λ1)µe needed to be O(∼ 10−4 λτµ) for there to be an
overlap between the µ→ e γ, h→ τµ and τ → µγ allowed regions, as we extended this
bound to (λ2)µe, (λ3)µe purely based on the vague effective field theory argument that
couplings involving the same fields with the same mass dimension should be the same
order of magnitude. Now, we can ask a different question: if we assume that (λ1)µe
is solely generated by loops, how do the bounds on µ → e γ translate into bounds on
(λ2,3)µe, and how do those bounds compare to bounds coming from the Higgs decay
h→ µe, a process that is sensitive (see Eq. (2.6)) to all three (λi)µe? To answer the first
part of the question, the µ→ e γ bounds are shown below assuming (λ1)µe = (λeff1 )µe for
three different values of (λ2,3)µe. The (λ2)µe = (λ3)µe = 0.2 contour roughly corresponds
to (λeff1 )µe ∼ 0.0005.
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Figure 6. Solid lines show the contours from the bound on µ→ eγ taking (λ1)µe = (λeff1 )µe, the value
assuming λ1 is solely generated by loops involving (λ2)µe = (λ3)µe. The excluded regions are shown
in gray. Corresponding colored dashed lines display values of Λ and Mfermion where Br(h → µe) is
satisfied right at its experimental bound.
Next, for the same choices of (λ2,3)µe, we calculate the bounds in the (Λ,Mfermion) plane
coming from the current limit on h→ µe, Br(h→ µe) < 3.6× 10−4 [60]. These bounds
are indicated by the dashed lines on Fig. 6. For (λ2,3)µe = 0.2 the bounds from µ→ eγ
are relatively loose and, for Λ > 50 TeV, there is parameter space where the h → µe
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bound is more constraining than µ→ eγ. However, as (λ2,3)µe is increased, we have to
go to significantly higher Λ to find the region where h→ µe gives the stronger bound.
3.4 Constraints by li → ljljlj and nuclear µ− e conversion
We now go back to the generic flavor scenario in which none of the (λk)ij is null, continuing the
analysis done in Sec. 3.2. There are LFV limits on processes other than the radiative decays
(generated by dipole operators) examined above, such as the li → ljljlj and τ− → l−j l+k l−k
decays and the muon-electron conversion in nuclei.
Within our setup, there are two ways of generating the amplitude li → ljljlj : i.) we can
either start with the li → ljγ diagram in Fig. 2 and attach a `−`+ pair to the gauge boson (Z
is possible as well as a photon), or ii.) start with the left diagram of Fig. 2 and attach an `−`+
pair to the Higgs line. Both possibilities are shown in Fig. 7. The contributions involving a
Z or Higgs are highly suppressed, so it is sufficient to focus on li → ljljlj through a virtual
photon. Notice that this means that li → ljljlj will also be controlled exclusively by the (λ1)ij
four-fermion coupling.
Following the logic of the previous sections, we start with the τ − µ sector9. Currently
Br(τ → µµµ) < 2.1 × 10−8 [61], which is comparable to the bound on τ → µγ. However,
the fact that the τ → µµµ amplitude is obtained from the τ → µγ diagram by inserting an
extra electromagnetic vertex implies that the parametric Λ,Mfermion dependence of the width
of the former is the same as for the later, but Br(τ → µµµ) will carry an extra factor of αem.
As such, the constraints coming τ → µµµ are weaker than the bounds from τ → µγ derived
in Sec. 3.1.
li lj
lj
lj
H
ψ
χ
γ,Z
χ
×
li lj
lj
lj
ψ
H
χ
Figure 7. Left: Leading-order amplitude for li → lj lj lj through gauge bosons. Right: Amplitude
li → lj lj lj through a Higgs.
The story in the µ − e sector is analogous. The experimental bounds on µ → eee are
weaker than the bounds from µ→ eγ by an order of magnitude, Br(µ→ eee) < 1.0× 10−12
[62], while the width for µ → eee is suppressed by O(αem)10 (again assuming the Z and
Higgs contributions can be neglected) compared to µ → e γ. A comparison of µ → eγ with
muon-electron conversion, discussed below, is shown in Fig. 9.
Lastly, we examine bounds from muon-electron conversion. In muon-electron conversion,
the amplitude is obtained from the exchange of either a Higgs or gauge boson (γ or Z, depicted
in Fig. 8) between a loop of virtual vectorlike fermions that are connected nucleons through
9Recall that the set of couplings λi in τ − µ sector is independent from its counterpart in the µ− e.
10Either Qαem or g(χ)Z g
(e)
Z – the couplings to the Z– depending on which boson is attached to the loop
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a four-fermion interaction. A second diagram, mediated by a Higgs, is present but can again
be neglected as a consequence of the tiny up- and down-quark Yukawas. The dipole operator
coefficient for our µ− e amplitude is, in the notation of [63],
cL(R) =
2
16pi2
G(Mfermion) eQχ y(λ1)µev
mµ
, (3.1)
where Qχ is χ’s electric charge and G is the same loop function that appeared in li → ljγ.
Evidently the nuclear (µ − e) conversion shares the same functional dependence on Λ and
Mfermion as in the radiative LFV decays.
µ e
H
ψ
γ, Z
χ
χ
N N
×
Figure 8. µ − e conversion amplitude from gauge boson exchange. Analog diagrams with a Higgs
connecting the loop to the nucleon are suppressed by the 1st generation quark Yukawas.
A detailed calculation of the rate for µ − e conversion for a general collection of LFV
operators is provided in [64] and it is based on solving the Dirac equation in the external field
set by the nucleus and a estimation of the relevant nuclear matrix elements. In terms of the
conversion-to-capture ratio, the best current limit is Γ(Z)conversion/Γ
(Z)
capture < 7×10−13 (90% C.L.)
in gold (Z = 79) [65]. The plot in Fig. 9 compares today’s values for the µ−e conversion limit
(thick blue dashed contour) and the µ → eγ bound (red thick dashed line). The conversion
bound is currently weaker than the radiative one, thus the viable parameter space is controlled
by µ→ eγ.
3.5 Results for future projections
New searches for the LFV processes li → ljγ, li → ljlklm and µ − e conversion have been
planned for the near future and are expected to improve the corresponding bounds by at least
one order of magnitude. For example, the MEG experiment [58] plans to improve the existing
Br(µ → eγ) constraint to 6 × 10−14 after a running time of 3 yr. Meanwhile, the target of
Mu2e [66] is sensitivity better than 10−15 in (µ − e) nuclear conversion (after a similar run
time). The expected future limits on the LFV processes analyzed in this work are collected
in Table 1 together with their runtimes. The list – not exhaustive – includes representative
collaborations.
For µ → eγ and nuclear µ − e conversion, the future bounds (in thin dashed lines) are
compared to the current ones (thick dashed lines) in Fig. 9. Evidently, the forthcoming
limits greatly restrict the parameter space in the analyzed window, Mfermion < 50 TeV and
20TeV < Λ < 80TeV, ruling out the previous allowed (Λ,Mfermion) region containing the
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Figure 9. Comparison of bounds on µ − e observables. Current limits are shown in thick dashed
lines, and the thin dashed lines represent the corresponding sensitivity improvements in the future
experiments of Table 1.
Rate Projection Runtime [yr] Experiment
µ→ eγ ∼ 6× 10−14 3 MEG [58]
µ− e conversion ∼ 10−15 3 Mu2e [66]
τ → µγ ∼ 3× 10−9 5 Belle [67]
µ→ eee ∼ 10−16 2.5 Mu3e [68]
Table 1. Expected sensitivity improvements for the LFV rates analyzed in the present model.
h → τµ, y = y′ = 0.25 best fit band. In order to realign the h → τµ band with the region
consistent with the future bounds, we need a higher slope in the (Λ,Mfermion) plane, which,
recalling from Section 3.1, can be accomplished by taking smaller Yukawas y, y′. Of course,
one may continue decreasing λµe below 0.0005 so that the µ → eγ contours open up more,
but this will exacerbate the hierarchy between the τ − µ and µ− e couplings.
If the LHC confirms the h→ τµ signal, we can think of two potential scenarios depending
on whether or not the radiative decays li → ljγ are found, since Higgs decays and radiative
decays are governed by a different set of couplings. If either of the radiative decays µ → eγ
or τ → µγ is respectively confirmed by MEG or Belle, this will imply that the corresponding
coupling λ1, whether tree-level or effective, is nonzero, as explained in Sec. 2.2. On the other
hand, if τ → µγ is not found, searches for µ−e conversion and µ→ eee at the Mu2e and Mu3e
experiments are still well motivated – as these are controlled by different couplings. Likewise,
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looking for h → µe is well motivated under our setup because, departing from conventional
approaches, it is not true that the non-observation of µ→ eγ entails that of h→ µe (Sec. 3.3).
4 Discussion and conclusions
We have discussed two models that could explain the excess in the lepton flavor violating
Higgs decay h→ τµ reported by ATLAS and CMS while it awaits for confirmation as a real
signal or is disproved by better statistics.
Within the MSSM, LFV driven exclusively by leptonic A-terms is not affected by lepton
Yukawa suppression, and if the wino, Higgsino, and squarks are much heavier than the bino,
this is the single dominant source of LFV. In a non-exhaustive approach that ignores field
renormalization diagrams, we find the relevant parameter space that can accommodate the
excess while respecting the bounds for the branching ratio of τ → µγ. This is possible because
one can in principle fix the branching ratio of the process h→ τµ using the ratio |At|/ml˜, then
vary the slepton mass ml˜ until it satisfies the τ → µγ bounds. However, apart from making
sure other LFV observables such as li → ljγ are respected, one must avoid configurations with
large, non-diagonal A-terms that trigger the appearance of color- and charge-breaking minima
in the scalar potential. We have shown here that, in this simple MSSM setup, LFV A-terms
by themselves cannot accommodate the Higgs LFV excess and simultaneously respect the
analytical stability bounds obtained in the literature. Therefore, if h → τµ is confirmed as
a signal, this decay would require a more elaborate extension (i.e. additional interactions of
superfields) of the MSSM.
On the other hand, we studied a nonsupersymmetric model where an effective LFV
Yukawa interaction of the Higgs is formed through a loop of vectorlike fermions attached
to the SM leptons by a four-fermion interactions. This setup has been shown to be capable of
fitting the h → τµ excess while satisfying the bounds from radiative leptonic LFV decays in
the τ−µ and µ−e sectors under a simplified set of assumptions: (i) that we make an educated
choice of the hypercharge of the new states (avoiding mixing between the new fermions and
the SM leptons, and keeping the number of new operators as low as possible), and (ii) we
do not favor specific UV realizations that could set any of the four-fermion couplings to zero.
Our setup satisfies the mentioned bounds provided that the high scale Λ starts from 35 TeV
and the heavy fermion masses are (quasi)degenerate and above 15 TeV (for Yukawa couplings
y = y′ ∼ 0.25). Probing these fermions directly is beyond the current reach of the LHC.
Moreover, since the radiative LFV decays and Higgs decays are controlled by different
couplings, the fact that our model reproduces h → τµ does not necessarily imply a definite
prediction on li → ljγ, though this decay can be induced at loop level even if the coupling
(λ1)τµ = 0 at tree level. Therefore, even if the LHC confirms the excess in h→ τµ, other lepton
violation observables will be needed to determine the different parameters of our effective
Lagrangian and the UV physics behind it.
In conclusion, our investigation has shown that any model utilizing extra scalars to explain
the lepton flavor violation Higgs decays will run into problems of stability due to the size of the
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couplings needed, and that models with vectorlike fermions will have to be of the kind studied
in this paper, i.e., ones that can only mix with SM fermions through higher dimensional
operators to avoid dangerous contributions to flavor changing neutral currents.
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A Appendix: Loop functions
The loop function appearing in (2.1) in the A-term model is given by
H(r) =
−1 + r2 − log (r2)
(−1 + r2)2 , (A.1)
with r ≡ m
l˜
/m
B˜
. In the four-fermion interaction model the loop functions are defined by
Hclosed(Mψ,Mχ) = −2
M2χ(M
2
χ −M2ψ)
{
M4χ −M4ψ +
[
M4χ log
(
Λ2
M2χ
)
−M4ψ log
(
Λ2
M2ψ
)]}
,
(A.2)
G(Mψ,Mχ) = −1
36(M2χ −M2ψ)3
[
M6χ + 18M
4
χM
2
ψ − 45M2χM4ψ + 26M6ψ
+ 6(2M3χ − 3MχM2ψ)2 log
(
M2ψ
M2χ
)
− 24(M2χ −M2ψ)3 log
(
Λ2
M2ψ
)]
. (A.3)
The loop function Hopen(Mψ,Mχ) of the open-line diagram has a dominant part which
goes as −(1/2)Hclosed(Mψ,Mχ) and a subdominant one proportional to the external momen-
tum of the Higgs. As mentioned in Section 2.2 the rate Γ(h→ lilj) receives contributions from
the closed- and open-fermion line diagrams, respectively parametrized by Hclosed and Hopen.
B Appendix: Hypercharge choice
In principle for the vectorlike fermions χ = (1, x) and ψ = (2, 1/2 + x) the hypercharge
assignment x can take any value. However, several issues demand a careful choice of x:
1. No Majorana fermions. The hypercharge choice x = 0 is not considered in order
to avoid dealing with a Majorana fermion χ singlet of the SM gauge group. In such a case
Majorana masses would be allowed in addition to the vectorlike ones.
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2. Number of effective operators. Given the hypercharges of the SM fields, the choice
x = −1 generates five effective four-fermion operators11
(ψecj)(χc†Li†), (ψcLi)(χ†e
c†
j ), (ψχ
c)(Li†ec†j ), (ψ
cLi)(χe
cj), (ψcχ)(Lie
cj), (B.1)
whereas for x = 2, only the last three operators above are generated.
3. Heavy charged particle. Since χ is a SU(2)L singlet, its electric charge is directly set
by the value of x. Any non-integer value for x would allow for a stable, electrically charged
particle. Given that χ can be O(15 TeV), noninteger x is ruled out due to cosmological
considerations on the barionic density.
4. Chiral-vector mixing. In the case x = 1, the fermions χ and ψ look like a fourth family
of leptons. This implies that the following operators are allowed
zH†Liχ, z′Hψcec, mijχciecj , (B.2)
where z and z′ are new Yukawa couplings and mij is a mixing matrix. These operators
induce mass mixing between the new fermions χ, ψ and the SM fermions directly and upon
electroweak symmetry breaking, which modifies the SM lepton masses. In order to avoid
deviating from the tau mass established value, this mixing is suppressed by enforcing zv, z′v 
Mψ,χ (i.e. z and z′ can by bounded for a given Mψ,χ). However, for masses Mψ,χ at the
O(TeV) scale, the Br(h→ τµ) is already suppressed and the best fit (1.1) cannot be achieved.
A simple way to avoid these effects and an unnecessary enlargement of the parameter space, is
to choose x 6= 1 such that the operators (B.2) are not generated. In this case, all LFV effects
are a result of the four-fermion interaction.
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